Amy Sol – Garden Gamine
April 2 – April 23, 2016
Opening Saturday, April 2, 6-9pm
(Los Angeles) - Thinkspace is pleased to present Garden Gamine, featuring
new works by Amy Sol. Born in Korea, where she spent much of her childhood,
Sol now lives and works in Las Vegas, NV. A self-taught artist, she has
developed and refined an intuitive technique over many years, mixing her own
unique pigments and mediums to create signature palettes, and working primarily
in thinly layered acrylic on wood panel. Her illustrative paintings and works on
paper are dreamy and beautifully stylized. An artist whoembraces the Golden
Age of illustration's simple expression of narrative, Sol's concise work perfects
visual storytelling with fantastic imagery.
Sol is known for her paintings of graceful nymph-like girls and their sympathetic
animal companions. Fundamentally a storyteller, her images capture surreal
encounters, moments, and characters. Her figures seem suspended in dreamlike
states, arrested in thoughtful and meditative trances. The ambiguous
postponement of time and action in the works contributes to their
otherworldliness; they are somehow nostalgic and frozen, like glimpses into a
fabled past or a mythic, narrative dimension. Owing to this feeling of whimsical
detachment and playful idealization, her imagery conveys an almost childlike
sensibility. Though Sol explores imaginative themes that fascinated her in her
childhood, she incorporates a subtle element of melancholy, a quiet shadow of
adult sadness and reserve to deepen and offset the overall tone of the works.
Inspired by a variety of graphic and artistic traditions, Amy Sol combines several
aesthetic influences in her imagery. Among them, she cites Japanese Manga,
Korean folk-art, Celadon ceramics, Japanese Studio Ghibli animation, Disney,
and vintage 19th century and early 20th century illustration. Among the Golden
Age era of illustrators she admires are Arthur Rackham, known for his
phenomenally detailed line work and silhouette cuts, and Kay Nielsen, an early
20th century Danish, Art Nouveau illustrator who eventually created for early
Disney. Her understated palettes, use of natural imagery, and preference for
graphic and linear detail attest to her love of early vintage illustration, while her
cartoon-like animal companions and their surreal, childlike encounters, reveal an
affinity for stylized comics. The combination is undeniably spellbinding.
The dreamscapes in which Sol's characters find themselves tend to be sparse,
abstract, and atmospheric, contributing to an overall sense of surreal dislocation.
Preferring to paint on wood panel for its smoothness and organic texture, Sol
balances the linear and graphic quality of her aesthetic with a feeling of softness,
flow, and warmth. Her custom palettes are entirely her own, and in this new body
of work she continues to explore the possibilities of monochromatic ranges,
moving away from golden muted sepias to the incorporation of warmer, and more
saturated, pink and purple hues.

Kikyz1313 – Progeny of Chaos
April 2 – April 23, 2016
Opening Saturday, April 2, 6-9pm
Thinkspace is pleased to present Progeny of Chaos, its debut solo exhibition of
work by KIKYZ1313 in the gallery's project room. Laura Lucía Ferrer
Zamudio was born in Querétaro, Mexico, and creates beautifully intricate ink,
graphite, and watercolor works on paper. From beneath the initially alluring, and
understated, first impression of the works, emerge unexpected oppositions and
abject tensions. Studies in the afflicted wretchedness of humanity, her work is
neither despondent nor obviously gory, but rather presents an aestheticized
nightmare of sublime abhorrence; ambiguously gorgeous despite its agonizing
discomfort.
With an obsessive attention to detail and figurative rendering, KIKYZ1313's
works are realistically executed, and recall traditional techniques of late 19th
century book illustration and engraving. Her palettes are muted and tempered,
understated with delicate washes of ink and watercolor, and her compositions
are balanced and paced, posturing as romantic and idyllic scenes of placid
children and animals. Seemingly innocent at first glance, the works gradually
unfurl, revealing unexpected mutations, abject subversions, and a diseased
world of horrors.
Filled with children's bodies in various states of decay, decomposition and
malformation, her works challenge the viewers' initial expectations of the
imagery, while tapping into the basic human fear of the body's disobedience especially the dread of its dissolute boundaries. The children remain dreamily
calm and picturesque despite their compromised states of disfigurement, trauma
and accost. KIKYZ1313 intentionally creates these tensions, encouraging the
viewer to approach the content critically and analytically, questioning the validity
of their initial impressions. A sort of moral chaos presents itself, when faced with
images of children in unexpected states of disturbance. Exquisite and repulsive,
the conflict of viewing is inexpressibly complex.
KIKYZ1313 received a BFA from the Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro, and
had her first solo exhibition at the Museo de la Ciudad de Querétaro. She has
completed an artist residency at the Nordic Watercolor Museum in Skärhamn,
Sweden.

